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Fine lines

Cheekbones

Jawline contouring

Subtle lip enhancement 

Nasal reshaping

Full lips

Nasolabial folds

Marionette lines

Scars and atrophies
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VENOME FILLER 
Venome Filler is a range of five tissue fillers, containing mono-
phasic, non-animal, cross-linked hyaluronic acid obtained using 
bio-fermentation technology. Each Venome product consists of a 
different amount of sodium hyaluronate and a cross-linking agent, 
which allows you to find the product perfectly matching both the 
indication and the desired scope of correction. Whether your goal 
is to hydrate and revitalize skin, eliminate fine or medium wrinkles, 
add volume, reshape parts of the face or enhance a client’s lips — 
the Venome products are just what you are looking for. 

They are manufactured using an innovative TOUCH technology, 
involving a combination of stabilized, similarly-sized, high molecu-
lar weight hyaluronic acid with an appropriate physiological buffer 
solution which hydrates the formula to obtain a three-dimensional 
cross-linked HA.

The initial technological process of making the Venome Filler 
involves double purification of basic components to get rid of any 
cell wall residues, making it possible to obtain HA with very low 
protein and endotoxin levels (as demonstrated in studies) and mi-
nimize the risk of any allergic reactions. The purified product is 
then evenly distributed in the whole mixture. 

The sodium hyaluronate is stabilized using the BDDE cross-linking 
agent. The goal is to link the molecules by chemical bonds, which 
will slow down product degradation and provide the necessary re-
silience to hyaluronidase, an enzyme naturally found in the body. 
Any excessive BDDE is removed in the process of leaching. This 
largely determines the structure of the cross-linked HA and minimi-
zes the risk of any unwanted overcorrection during the treatment.
The next step involves combining the cross-linked formula and 
the physiological buffer solution. In this process, the stabilized 
chains are covered by an aqueous layer, which prevents over-ab-
sorption of water during and after the injection, and thus reduces 
the swelling.

The process of double homogenization allows for obtaining a per-
fectly smooth and consistent gel with high structural viscosity. 

The use of the TOUCH technology helps obtain uniform and 
elastic hyaluronic acid, increasing the comfort of treatment 
with Venome Filler products. A fully hydrated HA formula mi-
nimizes the risk of swelling, making the process of achieving 
the ideal result easier for the practitioner and helping to ad-
minister the right amount of the product, and accelerates re-
covery.
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INDICATION

Soft and enhanced, 
but natural-looking lips

Delicate contouring

Eliminating minor asymmetries

Removing small perioral lines

INDICATION

Minimizing the appearance of fine and 
medium wrinkles

Softening nasolabial folds

Smoothing marionette lines

Lip enhancement

Corner lip lift

Hand rejuvenation

INGREDIENTS
The product contains 14 mg/ml of monophasic, cross-linked hyaluronic acid in the form 
of viscoelastic gel.

EFFECT
Venome Filler S Lips is a biodegradable, non-animal sodium hyaluronate, dedicated to 
superficial injections aiming at achieving natural results, while also moisturizing the lips. 
The product is fully hydrated, which minimizes the risk of post-treatment swelling. It 
also makes it easier for the practitioner to fill and contour the lips as it prevents excessive 
swelling during the injection. After the Venome Filler S Lips treatment, lips are soft, 
smooth and have the right volume. Superficial lines can be subtly filled, without the risk 
of overcorrection. 

The effect lasts between 5 and 6 months, though this depends on the injection technique, 
as well as a number of biological and environmental factors.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Inject in the mucosa or middle layers of the tissue.
Recommended needle and cannula size:
-27G
-30G

INGREDIENTS
The product contains 16 mg/ml of monophasic, cross-linked hyaluronic acid in the form 
of viscoelastic gel.

EFFECT
Venome Filler S is a cross-linked hyaluronic acid gel dedicated to removing fine and 
medium wrinkles. Owing to the use of the TOUCH cross-linking technology, which helps 
obtain the right elasticity and uniformity, the product is easy to administer. Its plastic 
properties allow the practitioner to massage the injection site to spread the product evenly 
across tissues. This ensures natural results and eliminates the risk of overcorrection. The 
hydrated formula of Venome Filler S minimizes the risk of post-treatment swelling, and 
as a consequence, reduces the recovery time, helping the skin to become firm quicker.

The effect lasts between 5 and 6 months, though this depends on the injection technique, 
as well as a number of biological and environmental factors.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Inject in the mucosa or middle layers of the tissue.
Recommended needle and cannula size:
-27G
-30G

VENOME FILLER S VENOME FILLER S
HYDRATES AND SUBTLY ENHANCES LIPS REMOVES FINE AND MEDIUM WRINKLES 
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INDICATION

Removing medium and deep wrinkles

Smoothing marionette lines

Treating small scars

Eliminating nasolabial folds

Lip augmentation 

 

INDICATION

Increasing lip volume

Eliminating upper or lower lip 
asymmetries

Cupid’s bow enhancement

Perioral rejuvenation 

Lifting the drooping corners

Rejuvenation of the top of the hand

INGREDIENTS
The product contains 20 mg/ml of monophasic, cross-linked hyaluronic acid in the form 
of viscoelastic gel.

EFFECT
Venome Filler M is a versatile product for complete removal of medium wrinkles and 
softening deep wrinkles and nasolabial folds. Owing to its fully hydrated formula and 
the use of the unique TOUCH cross-linking technology, this monophasic hyaluronic 
acid gel spreads evenly in the tissue, making the skin firm and smooth and eliminating 
wrinkles without excessive swelling — which can happen when the HA molecules are 
overly hygroscopic. Can be used to complement treatments with Venome Filler S and L. 

The effect lasts between 5 and 6 months, though this depends on the injection technique, 
as well as a number of biological and environmental factors.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Inject in the mucosa, middle or deep layers of the tissue.
Recommended needle and cannula size:
-27G
-30G

INGREDIENTS
The product contains 20 mg/ml of monophasic, cross-linked hyaluronic acid in the form 
of viscoelastic gel.

EFFECT
Venome Filler L Lips is a cross-linked, hyaluronic acid gel with exceptional rheological 
properties, perfect for augmenting and enhancing lips. This uniform and homogeneous 
gel gives the lips the right volume, makes them plump and hydrated, while at the same 
time keeping them soft and natural. Owing to its viscoelastic structure and the use of 
the HA hydration technology, the filler can effectively eliminate any upper or lower lip 
asymmetries, without producing a “fake” look. Venome Filler L Lips is the perfect choice 
if you want to achieve height, volume, and border definition without excessive forward 
projection — it ensures the upper lip rolls out nicely and enhances the Cupid’s bow. The 
result — full, sensuous lips. 

The effect lasts between 5 and 6 months, though this depends on the injection 
technique, as well as a number of biological and environmental factors.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Inject in the mucosa, middle or deep layers of the tissue.
Recommended needle and cannula size:
-27G
-30G

VENOME FILLER M VENOME FILLER L 
REMOVES MEDIUM AND DEEP LINES, INCREASES SKIN 
ELASTICITY, ELIMINATES SAGGING

PERFECTLY FILLED LIPS WITH A DEFINED CUPID’S BOW
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INDICATION

Face contouring

Cheekbone and jawline contouring

Nasal reshaping

Eliminating nasolabial folds

Treating scars or atrophies

INGREDIENTS
The product contains 24 mg/ml of monophasic, cross-linked hyaluronic acid in the form 
of viscoelastic gel.

EFFECT
Venome Filler L is a product dedicated to restoring face volume. It is a monophasic, 
uniform product which helps smooth out medium and deep wrinkles. When aging skin 
on the cheeks loses volume, it becomes saggy, which makes the nasolabial folds more 
prominent. The use of the TOUCH technology and the optimal method of cross-linking 
helped obtain a gel of the perfect density for restoring volume in the middle part of the 
face. Venome Filler L effectively replaces the lost tissue, contours the face and helps 
achieve the desired shape. 

The effect lasts between 6 and 9 months, though this depends on the injection 
technique, as well as a number of biological and environmental factors.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Inject in the mucosa, middle or deep layers of the tissue.
Recommended needle and cannula size:
-27G
-30G

VENOME FILLER L
VOLUME RESTORATION 
— SHAPING AND ENHANCING NATURAL BEAUTY

PRODUCT/
PROBLEM S   S M L L

SUBTLE LIP 
ENHANCEMENT 

FINE LINES

NASOLABIAL FOLDS

MARIONETTE LINES 

FULL LIPS

CHEEKBONES

JAWLINE CONTOURING 

NASAL RESHAPING

SCARS AND 
ATROPHIES

HANDS
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POST-TREATMENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS  
WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER THE TREATMENT:

drink plenty of water (about 2.5 liters a day), 

keep injection sites particularly clean (do not touch), 

limit contact with animals (touching, hugging), 

do not sleep in the prone position, 

do not drink alcoholic and caffeinated drinks, 

do not smoke tobacco and cigarettes, 

do not apply makeup, 

give up using the sauna, swimming pool, hot baths, peels, depilation, 

intense exercise,

do not apply preparations with an irritating effect on the skin, 

use protective creams with a UV filter, min. SPF 50, 

use strongly regenerating and moisturizing creams, 

do not use other aesthetic treatments on irritated areas.



@venomeofficial

www.venome-global.com

office@venome-global.com


